INTRODUCTION
An ever-present problem faced by almost ail businessmen is that of maximizing the value of a machine or pièce of equipment used in the opération of their business. In gênerai, most pièces ofequipment tend to become less efficient productively as their âge increases until they reach a point where it is no longer profitable to use them. However, the obsolescence of a machine is usually limited to a particular production process. For example, passenger trains can at some period T be transferred to some other function within the same company. Similarly, commercial airlines can assign new planes to lucrative passenger transportation, and assign the old planes to freight transportation. The plane itself would not be retired but simply put to some other use. Retirement would corne only when it is no longer deemed profitable to maintain the plane.
This problem is defined hère as process discontinuities, and usually occurs when at some time t t a machine changes function, and is retired only at another point in time T t . In this case there is a salvage value at T x controlled by the The purpose of this paper is to analyse simultaneous replacement and maintenance policies with process discontinuities. In a previous paper (4) we generalized the Thompson model (5) for simultaneous maintenance and retirement policies from one machine to n machines. Here we accept process changes for machines so that they are actually not retired but used in some other way. As a resuit, accumulation of machinery in a firm can be explained by replacement policies, obsolescence and technical progress. The replacement problem we are confronted with is :
Consider a machine put to some production process during an interval [0, t x )* During this interval, the machine's salvage value-maintenance relation is defined by a differential équation with specified obsolescence and effectivenessmaintenance functions. At t t the machine is not retired but put to some other production process and retired at T u 7\ > t t . During the time interval [t l9 7\), the salvage value resulting from this second process is defined by a differential équation with different obsolescence and effectiveness-maintenance functions. Find the optimal replacement times t u 7\ as well as the optimal maintenance policies during both production processes.
THE MODEL
The simultaneous maintenance and replacement problem for one machine wîth no process discontinuities is (5) to détermine a séquence of maintenance décisions, m(t) which will maximize the present value of the machine. This value equals the salvage value of the machine plus the anticipated stream of revenues minus the operating and maintenance costs, all discounted at the proper constant rate of interest. This is a constrained optimization problem in that the rate of change of the salvage value is a function of the détérioration of the machine and the maintenance policy employed. The model for determining the optimum maintenance policy and replacement time is a classic variational problem maximizing :
where T = sale date of the machine V(t) = present value of the machine at time t S(t) = salvage value of the machine at time t Q(i) = net operating receipts at time t r = constant rate of interest m(t) = maintenance policy -hours of maintenance at time t f(f) = maintenance effectiveness function a time t -S added to S(/)/hrsof maintenance K = cost of the machine a(t) -obsolescence function at t -S subtracted from S(t) p(t) = production rate at time t; output value at t/S(t) V(t) and S(t) are state variables, while m(t) is the control variable under management discrétion.
The resulting optimal maintenance policy for fixed p is [5] ( M ur 0
The implications of this maintenance policy are [5] Spend money on maintenance at time t only if the machine is to be held for a suffîciently long time after t so that the maintenance expenditure will be recovered due to the increased profitability resulting from the maintenance before the machine is sold ? p. 546.
The optimal retirement time Tis found by maximizing (1) with respect to T. Then we have : 
S(T) = a(T)/(p-r)
Ho wever, in reality, the retirement and maintenance policies are weighed against other machines that recently appeared on the market as well as other uses the original machine can be assigned to within the firm. This is the problem we are concerned with in this paper.
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Assume that at time t u the machine is transferred to a different process with different characteristics and is retired only at 7\. The problem is then : Maximize
-a tx (t) +f xx (t)m xx (t) t x ^ t < T x S(t x ) = ?
This probem is a variational problem with discontinuities both in the cost and the system functions.
However, dS/dt and the cost function are continuous in the state S(t) and the controls m x (f) and m xx (t). Therefore, a solution based on the Maximum principle of Pontryiagin [2, 3] can be obtained. Such a solution will be obtained by introducing a variable k x (t, t x ).
l for ° ^ ' < h Oel sewhere k x (t, t x ) is a piecewise constant function whose levels (1 and 0) specify that it exists only during the first process of the machine. This variable is introduced so that the integrand and the Systems équations will be defined over the whole life of the machine. Using k u and introducing the salvage value of the machine at T x in the intégral, we obtain : 
SIMULTANEOUS REPLACEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

THE OPTIMAL MAINTENANCE POLICEES : ONE MACHINE
For (12), (13) and (8) Thus for fixed production rates p x and p xl .
(16) Zi(0 = (( Pl -r)/r)(l -e"") + Z(o) 0 < t < t x (16 à) Z&) = (fo! -r)/r)(e-" 1 -e"") + Z^) h ^ t < T t
Since Z^^) = 0, we have Given the maintenance policy, the optimal process replacement time tâ nd retirement T r can be found by deriving (7) with respect to t x and 7\. Then since BQJdti = 0 and dQu/dTt = 0
and (21) dViT^T, = enCrj e"' 
In (22) and (23) 
CONCLUSION
A machine operating in a certain production process is usually replaced because of détérioration, failure beyond repair or because of new compétitive machines appearing in the marketplace. Also a machine can be « retired » from a production process not because of a failure to provide high quality products but merely because the opportunity cost of not buying the new machines is too high. However, in particular in big firms, a machine is not phased out of opération or sold, but is transferred to some other function within the firm. As an example, we have considered an airline buying new planes and phasing out older planes into other functions, such as freight transportation or an assignment to shorter and less glamorous routes. The question we have raised is then; given the characteristic forms of both production processes as well as the obsolescence functions in both processes, what should the switching-process time and the retirement time be. Simulta* neously, we have provided conditions for the optimality of the maintenance policies to be applied on both production processes.
In our model a{t) reflects the dépréciation rate resulting from technical progress. Thus, high values for a(i) will undermine the influences of the present machine and will favor the acquisition of new machines. However, technical n°V-2,1971 .
